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ABSTRACT
Audio description (AD), an additional narration track that conveys
visual information in media, improves video accessibility for blind
or low vision (BLV) viewers. Despite being the primary beneficiaries
of AD, BLV audiences are limited in how they can contribute to the
AD writing process due to technology inaccessibility and societal
biases. In this poster, we (1) prototype and test AccessibleAD, an
accessible ADwriting system, (2) analyze what context and features
are valued by BLV description writers, and (3) explore nonvisual
involvement in AD creation. This work expands on existing liter-
ature regarding audio description and explores best practices for
expanding access to AD writing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
For over 300 million blind and low vision (BLV) people across
the world [2], audio descriptions are a critical extension to visual
storytelling. Audio description (AD) is “the descriptive narration
of key visual elements of live theater, television, movies, and other
media” [9], but only a small fraction of all digital content is described
[8]. AD is traditionally written by sighted professionals. However,
their priorities may not always align with those of BLV audiences,
who wish to hear more about characters’ races, costumes, and
disabilities [12]. Disabled people are also frustratingly subjected to
sanitized experiences by sighted writers, which can take the form
of PG-rated descriptions for R-rated scenes [13].
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Although AD informed by BLV perspectives is of a higher qual-
ity and better matches the needs of BLV audiences [4], BLV people
are often denied equal access to AD employment opportunities [5].
This industry must be accessible so that BLV individuals can have
the same opportunities as sighted people to participate in creating
AD. Access can be achieved through creating technology that sup-
ports the needs of BLV writers and eliminating societal stigmas.
To explore alternate methods to creating AD, we: (1) designed an
accessible AD writing prototype and (2) evaluated the prototype
with six BLV individuals interested in writing AD.

2 RELATEDWORK
Audio description is an emerging research area within HCI and ac-
cessibility. Yuksel et al. reported that a human-in-the-loop machine
learning approach reduced barriers for creating AD [14]. ViScene,
a collaborative AD writing tool used by BLV and sighted reviewers,
decreased costs for creating non-professional AD [7]. However,
these works targeted sighted writers of AD scripts.

In moving towards automated AD, Campos et al. utilized pre-
existing movie scripts to improve computer-generated AD [1]. An-
other line of work involved providing BLV people with additional
information about a video to augment existing AD. Ihorn et al.
developed two AI-driven tools, NarrationBot and InfoBot, to gen-
erate baseline and on-demand AD. For on-demand AD, the bot
used visual question answering (VQA) systems with and without
humans-in-the-loop [3]. However, this research did not aim to help
BLV users produce the AD themselves.

This poster makes two primary contributions: (1) a prototype of
a system, AccessibleAD, that improves access to AD writing and
(2) insights regarding key elements of BLV-written descriptions.

3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Prototype Design
We began our research process by interviewing two experienced
BLV audio describers to inform the design of an accessible platform.
We determined that any AD system must: (1) be accessible to BLV
users, (2) support targeted navigation throughout a video, and
(3) provide context regarding a video’s visuals, as AD writing is
grounded by semi-objective visual observations.

We developed AccessibleAD, a semi-functional web-based plat-
form designed to streamline the AD writing process. All features
were created by the first author to facilitate Wizard of Oz exper-
iments. The first author wrote baseline AD (objective, minimally
detailed information about key visual content) for each clip, and
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descriptions were recorded with IBM’s Watson Text to Speech en-
gine to simulate the experience of receiving computer-generated
AD. In accordance with industry conventions, we only wrote AD
for areas in the video without dialogue.

Figure 1: Screenshot of theAccessibleADprototype. Features
include navigation controls (play, pause, rewind, forward,
timestamp, and replay) and description controls (descrip-
tion, question, and transcript). The log panel on the left side
of the screen tracked all user actions during the study.

3.2 Prototype Evaluation
We evaluated our prototype with six BLV people interested in writ-
ing AD, including the two AD writers from the preliminary portion
of the study. We recruited participants through the Audio Descrip-
tion Twitter community and snowball sampling. All participants
were over 18 years of age and were compensated for their time.

The remote study consisted of three parts. First, we asked partic-
ipants about their AD preferences and writing experience. Second,
we shared our screen and asked participants to describe two videos
using AccessibleAD. Participants controlled the prototype either
through voice commands or keyboard commands sent through the
“chat” feature on the meeting platform, and were given 15 minutes
to describe each clip. We emphasized that they did not need to finish
writing their AD nor fix typos or grammar. For participants who
were unfamiliar with the clips, defined as rating their familiarity at
5/10 or lower, we provided the movie’s IMDb synopsis for context.
We observed and logged participants’ interactions and experiences
with the prototype, and evaluated the efficacy of three key features:
(1) closed captions, (2) baseline descriptions (main objects, peo-
ple, spatial relations, interactions, movement, on-screen text, etc.),
and (3) on-demand descriptions (accessed by asking quantifiable
or yes/no questions at any point in the video). Third, the inter-
view closed with questions about participants’ thoughts on their
AD writing process, the usability of AccessibleAD, and combating
stigmas against BLV description writers.

In each study, we used two Disney Pixar clips: Inside Out - Dis-
gust and Anger [11] and Ratatouille - Remy Fixes the Soup [10].

Due to disparities in the amount of dialogue in the videos, we wrote
four baseline descriptions for Inside Out and ten for Ratatouille.

4 FINDINGS
4.1 Context Required for ADWriting
Four of the six participants sought more detail about specific el-
ements in each video. Half of the participants (N = 3) asked for
more information about character identities, such as a character’s
race, age, expressions, and body language. Participants were also
interested in knowing more about character actions. In Ratatouille,
a majority of participants (N = 4) asked for further details regard-
ing the character’s actions. Some participants (N = 2) asked about
actions that they missed during a lengthy description gap, while
others sought to gather more context about actions hinted at in the
pre-generated AD.

Two participants mentioned that information about the setting
or location was important to them as well. After one pass of the
pre-generated AD for Ratatouille, which ends with a mention of
the lights turning on, both P3 and P1 inquired about the setting of
the scene. Lastly, participants asked questions to clarify audio cues,
building on sound effects and tone of speech to understand the full
meaning of a scene. In the Inside Out clip, notable sounds included
marbles clinking and Riley’s temper tantrum.

4.2 Accessible Features
Pre-generated baseline AD tracks are effective ways to provide BLV
writers with additional context about a video’s visuals. During the
AD task, most interviewees (N = 5) requested to listen to all of the
baseline AD to understand a video’s context; the only participant
who did not do so reported familiarity with both movies. However,
baseline AD does not provide full access. When describing what
information was important in an AD script, P5 stated: “I just want
full access to what someone. . . just because they have a functioning
pair of eyeballs, has access to.” VQA support must be integrated into
AD writing systems to build on context afforded by audio cues and
baseline AD. Additionally, while two participants specifically liked
the voice control interface, two others wished for additional input
methods such as keyboard shortcuts. Having multiple input meth-
ods and control mechanisms enables participants to choose their
preferred mode of interaction, which can improve both efficiency
and accessibility.

4.3 Quantitative Feedback
Our findings signal how accessible AD writing systems can im-
prove the experiences of BLV writers. Participants gave an average
rating of 5.42/10 for their satisfaction with their descriptions for
Inside Out. Two participants cited the abundant dialogue of the
clip as a challenge. As Inside Out was presented first, the moderate
learning curve of the system could have interfered with partici-
pants’ writing efforts and reflected in their ratings. Participants
rated their satisfaction with their Ratatouille descriptions at 6.92/10
on average, and all rated Ratatouille the same or higher than Inside
Out. Participants gave an overall satisfaction rating of 6.58/10 on
average. Two interviewees found the task to be difficult given the
time constraints and their lack of experience with writing AD, but
all (N = 6) liked the overall system design and its intuitive features.
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4.4 Stigma
All participants (N = 6) also expressed their staunch support for
increasing the involvement of BLV creatives in AD production
pipelines. P3 thought writing AD would be a positive way for
him to contribute to his community. Despite recognizing great
value in technological augmentations of AD, P2 also remarked that
changing the societal perception of BLV writers is just as critical. P5
advocated for the increased agency of BLVwriters in ADworkflows,
and expressed her frustration with existing AD scripts. Despite the
good intentions of sighted AD writers, she mentioned how “there’s
a real, big kind of historical problem where. . . [disabled peoples’]
experiences need to be sanitized” (P5), leaving BLV audiences with
unequal information about gory or otherwise explicit scenes that
sighted viewers can access. P4, who has been using AD since the
early 1990s, shared a similar viewpoint.

“Blind people can author audio description scripts. Adap-
tations are required, but it’s no different than modifica-
tions which allow people with disabilities to accomplish
all manner of tasks and jobs. . . we should be filling these
roles given that we know best what blind people want
in AD.” (P4)

5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Design Considerations
Through our research, we identified several insights to guide future
work on AD creation tools. While pre-generated descriptions can
be helpful, they may also contain incorrect information. Reporting
a confidence level alongside automatically generated descriptions
can signal their approximate accuracy. Additionally, studios which
hope to increase AD quantity but not quality may misuse these
technologies as “weapons for compliance” [3]. For example, BLV
audiences believe using text-to-speech technology instead of human
voice talents is jarring and unenjoyable for entertainment content
[6]. While sighted writers may not need pre-generated AD or VQA
systems, adaptations for accessing videos in an alternative way can
be beneficial for any describer to identify key visual elements or split
a video into more manageable segments. Introducing automation
into the AD industry can be incredibly valuable as long as creators
prioritize quality and the needs of the BLV community.

5.2 Limitations
We operated the prototype in a Wizard of Oz fashion based on
participants’ voice and keyboard commands. Participants did not
have as much flexibility as they could have had when using the
prototype on their own, which may have negatively impacted their
satisfaction with the system. As both the baseline AD and the VQA
were provided by a human rather than a computer, the detailed
descriptions and answers to participants’ questions are unrepresen-
tative of what is currently possible by state-of-the-art VQA systems.
Although the technical capacity to automatically generate a base-
line description is not yet realized, this work begins to understand
BLV users’ preferences to inform future VQA development. Lastly,
the small number of participants (N = 6) included in this study
limits the generalizability of the results.

6 CONCLUSION
Despite being critical to providing video access for BLV audiences, a
vast majority of today’s video content lacks audio description. BLV
writers are limited in the ways they can participate and contribute
to current AD pipelines due to harmful stigmas and inaccessible AD
writing technology. This poster introduces the application of VQA
in creating AD, uncovers perspectives from the BLV community
regarding the context and features that are important to them when
writing AD, and explores how advancing technology can reduce
stigmas and further disability inclusion. Next steps include deploy-
ing a system that can be navigated by BLV users on their own
devices and integrating automated VQA systems to fully explore
independent writing possibilities. AD has proliferated and grown
to become a major industry which must respect, empower, uplift,
and employ BLV creatives in the AD creation process to achieve
full parity, equality, and excellence. This work extends previous AD
and accessibility research to provide new insights into co-designing
audio description technology and to push for societal change.
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